We present high-resolution observations of a quiescent solar prominence which was consisted of a vertical and a horizontal foot encircled by an overlying spine, and counter-streaming mass flows were ubiquitous in the prominence. While the horizontal foot and the spine were connecting to the solar surface, the vertical foot was suspended above the solar surface and supported by a semicircular bubble structure. The bubble first collapsed and then reformed at a similar height, finally, it started to oscillate for a long time. We find that the collapsing and oscillation of the bubble boundary were tightly associated with a flare-like feature located at the bottom of the bubble. Based on the observational results, we propose that the prominence should be composed of an overlying horizontal spine encircling a low-lying horizontal and a vertical foot, in which the horizontal foot was consisted of shorter field lines running partially along the spine and with the both ends connecting to the solar surface, while the vertical foot was consisted of piling-up dips due to the sagging of the spine fields and supported by a bipolar magnetic system formed by parasitic polarities (i.e., the bubble). The upflows in the vertical foot were possibly caused by the magnetic reconnection at the separator between the bubble and the overlying dips, which intruded into the persistent downflow field and formed the picture of counter-streaming mass flows. In addition, the counter-streaming flows in the horizontal foot were possibly caused by the imbalanced pressure at the both ends.
INTRODUCTION
Solar prominences are cloud-like cool and dense plasma suspended in the extremely hot, tenuous corona, and prominence plasma is typically one hundred times cooler and denser than the surrounding coronal plasma (Mackay et al. 2010) . The eruptions of prominences are vitally important for space weather forecast since they usually lead to coronal mass ejections that can significantly affect the interplanetary space Schmieder et al. 2015) . Previous observations have indicated that a prominence is consisted of a main spine and a few lateral feet (or barbs) (Martin 1998) , and all these structures are composed of many field-aligned thin threads that carry intriguing counter-streaming mass flows (Zirker et al. 1998; Lin et al. 2003 Lin et al. , 2005 Schmieder et al. 2008; Berger et al. 2011; Chen et al. 2014; Yang et al. 2014; Yan et al. 2015) . So far, it has been widely accepted that prominences are supported by solar magnetic fields (Tandberg-Hanssen 1995) , and theoretical works have been performed to understand the prominence physics (Kippenhahn et al. 1957; Kuperus & Raadu 1974; Martin & Echols 1994; Aulanier et al. 2002; Amari et al. 2003) . However, the basic magnetic structure and the origin of counterstreaming mass flows in prominences are hitherto un-clear, although these issues are crucial for understanding the prominence physics as well as the initiation of coronal mass ejections (Shibata & Magara 2011) .
Currently, there are three main discrepancies about the magnetic structure and counter-streaming mass flows in prominences. The first is about the magnetic field distribution in prominences. Some high-resolution observations showed that prominences are consisted of horizontal thin threads(e.g., Casini et al. 2003; Okamoto et al. 2007; Heinzel et al. 2008; Ahn et al. 2010) , while others indicated that prominences are consisted of vertical thin threads(e.g., Berger et al. 2008; Chae et al. 2008) . Recently, Dudík et al. (2012) argued that this discrepancy is largely depending on the observing angle with respect to the prominence axis. The second is about the relationship between the ends of prominence feet and the photospheric magnetic fields. Some observations showed that prominence feet are fixed at parasitic (minority) polarities that are opposite in polarity to the surrounding network elements(e.g., Martin & Echols 1994) , but other studies indicated that they are possibly terminated around small-scale polarity inversion lines of the photospheric magnetic fields(e.g., Wang 2001; Chae et al. 2005; Li & Zhang 2013) . It should be noted that in Martin & Echols (1994) prominence feet are composed of magnetic field lines running off the prominence spine and rooted in parasitic polarities, while and suggested that prominence feet are composed of magnetic dips overlying the secondary photospheric inversion lines formed by parasitic polarities. The third is about the origin of counter-streaming mass flows in prominences. Some studies suggested that counter-streaming flows are the manifestation of longitudinal oscillations of thin threads(e.g., Lin et al. 2003; Chen et al. 2014) , while others proposed that they are caused by force non-equilibrium at the two ends of threads(e.g., Low & Petrie 2005; Chen et al. 2014) . These discrepancies about prominence have puzzled soar physicists many years. To reconcile these discrepancies, high-resolution and multi-wavelength observations are necessary, as well as the measuring method of magnetic spectropolarimetry.
In this letter, we present a quiescent prominence recorded by the New Vacuum Solar Telescope(NVST; , which showed both of horizontal and vertical structures and intriguing counter-streaming mass flows. In addition, a sharply defined bubble structure is observed below the vertical foot of the prominence, which showed interesting collapsing, reformation, and oscillation dynamics. Thanks to the high temporal and spatial resolution observations of the NVST, we are able to study the fine magnetic structure and the origin of the counter-streaming mass flows in the prominence, as well as the physics of the dynamical bubble structure. Instruments and observations are described in Section 2, main observational results are presented in Section 3, and interpretation and discussions are given in Section 4.
INSTRUMENTS AND OBSERVATIONS
The NVST is an one-meter ground-based solar telescope operated by Yunnan Observatories of Chinese Academy of Sciences. Due to the influence of the Earth's turbulent atmosphere, the raw solar images taken by the NVST are reconstructed using high-resolution imaging algorithms(see, . The reconstructed NVST Hα data has a cadence and a spatial resolution of 12 seconds and 236 km, respectively. The extremeultraviolet (EUV) images taken by the Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA; Lemen et al. 2012 ) onboard the Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO; Pesnell et al. 2012 ) are used in the paper, whose cadence and spatial resolution are 12 seconds and 880 km, respectively. In addition, full-disk Hα images taken by the Kanzelhöhe Solar Observatory (KSO) Hα telescope and magnetograms taken by the Helioseismic and Magnetic Imager (HMI; Schou et al. 2012 ) onboard the SDO are also used to aid our analysis.
RESULTS
On 24 May 2014, a high-latitude quiescent prominence at the northwest solar limb (28
• N, 88
• W) was observed by ground-based and space-borne telescopes such as NVST, KSO, and SDO. These instruments image the prominence at chromosphere and corona temperature simultaneously. The prominence was consisted of a horizontal and a vertical low-lying foot encircled by an overlying horizontal spine, and all of these structures are consisted of thin threads that manifest the magnetic field distribution in the prominence. While the horizontal foot seemingly with its both ends directly rooted on the solar surface, the vertical foot was suspended above the solar limb by a semicircular bubble structure (Fig. 1 a) . The average width of the thin threads is about 700 km, and the height and width of the bubble are 13, 000 ± 336 km and 25, 000 ± 576 km, respectively. The AIA 171Å images show that the vertical foot was embedded in a largescale loop structure, along which one can identify the prominence more clearly in AIA 304Å images ( Fig. 1 b and c). The KSO Hα telescope recorded the prominence since a few days ago. On 20 May 2014, the prominence was on the solar disk and showed up as a long filament consisting of a few discrete segments, and the one containing the bubble is indicated by the white arrows in Fig. 1 d-e. The HMI line-of-sight (LOS) magnetogram on 20 May indicates that the prominence was located on the polarity inversion line of a quiet-Sun region, and many minority polarities can be identified around the polarity inversion line. (Fig1. g).
The bubble below the vertical foot showed intriguing dynamical behaviours in the NVST Hα images (Fig. 2 ac) . Firstly, it collapsed at about 06:55 UT and launched conspicuous upflows along the vertical threads. Since downflows were persistent along the vertical threads during the entire observing time, the combination of upflows and downflows formed a pattern of counter-streaming flows in the vertical foot. The collapsing also resulted in the successful intrusion of downflows into the bubble. Secondly, after the collapsing the bubble reformed at a similar height and then started to oscillate for about 90 minutes. Thirdly, during the oscillation stage the vertical threads above the bubble showed collective horizontal motion to the west at a speed of 4.1 ± 1.2 km s −1 . At the bottom of the bubble, an obvious flare-like feature is observed just above the solar surface in AIA EUV channels (here, only show AIA 211Å as an example), and the brightest stage occurred during the bubble's collapsing stage (Fig. 2 d-f ). Using the differential emission measure (DEM) technique (Cheng et al. 2012) , the DEM curves crossing the bubble and the prominence are derived respectively (Fig. 2 g ). The result shows that the bubble has a similar temperature distribution to the prominence (5.8 logT 7.4), and both the average temperature and the emission measure of the bubble are slightly higher than those of the prominence. It should be noted that since the DEM results are seriously influenced by the foreground and background offlimb emissions along the LOS (Parenti 2012) , the temperature of the prominence (bubble) may just represents the prominence-corona transition region (PCTR) (foreground and background off-limb emissions). Therefore, we can not tell whether the temperature of the bubble is hotter that the prominence or not.
Ubiquitous counter-streaming mass flows were observed in different parts of the prominence. In the vertical foot, downflows were persistent during the entire observing time, while upflows were heavily only during the bubble's collapsing stage, after which they weakened gradually and finally disappeared after 08:40 UT (Fig. 3  a and b) . It is noted that the counter-streaming flows along the vertical threads are close to uniform motion, implying that the downward gravity must be balanced by some kind of upward forces such as thermal and magnetic pressure. The average speeds of the upward and downward flows are 13.7 ± 5.2 km s −1 and 12.5 ± 5.2 km s −1 , respectively. In the horizontal foot ( Fig. 3  c and d) , the direction of the counter-streaming flows were eastward and westward for the lower and higher threads, and their average speeds are 20.1 ± 4.5 km s −1 and 15.8 ± 3.8 km s −1 , respectively. The different speeds of the counter-streaming flows in the vertical and horizontal feet may indicate the different driving mechanisms of these counter-streaming mass flows. By comparing with previous studies, the speeds of counterstreaming flows are consistent with Labrosse et al. (2010) and Schmieder et al. (2010) , but they are less than the values reported by Berger et al. (2010) . However, these values are all of the same order.
By comparing the profiles of the oscillating bubble boundary and the brightness of the flare-like feature, one can find that the oscillation behaviour of the bubble boundary is consistent with the variation pattern of the EUV brightness of the flare-like feature (Fig. 4 a and   b) . Namely, the continuous large rising of the brightness of the flare-like feature corresponds to the collapsing stage of the bubble boundary, while those small rising of the brightness only led to moderate oscillation motions whose amplitude was about 250 km on average. This result may indicate that the energy released by the flarelike feature heated the bubble and therefore led to the vacation of the thermal and magnetic pressure inside the bubble, which would cause the collapsing and oscillation of the bubble boundary. It seems that the collapsing and oscillation of the bubble boundary are depending on the amplitude of the disturbance resulted from the flare-like feature. It should be noted that some sudden increase of the NVST Hα brightness are caused by spicules. The collapsing of the bubble lasted for about 25.2 minutes, while the durations of the oscillating motions range from 4.8 to 7.8 minutes. Wavelet analysis (Torrence & Compo 1998) of the oscillating bubble boundary and the brightness of the flare-like feature profiles indicates that all these parameters contain two main periods of about three and five minute. Schmieder et al. (2013) also reported the period of five minute in a prominence, and they proposed that such oscillations are possibly associated with magnetic reconnection events in or just above the photosphere, or the leaking of photospheric characteristic oscillations into the chromosphere.
INTERPRETATION AND DISCUSSION
Based on the observation, we propose a cartoon model to interpret the magnetic structure of the prominence (Fig. 5 a and b) , which is similar to the magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) model proposed by Dudík et al. (2012) . According to the model, the prominence is composed of a high-lying horizontal spine that directly connects to the solar surface, which encircles a low-lying horizontal and a vertical foot. The horizontal foot is composed of shorter field lines running partially along the spine and with the both ends connecting to the solar surface, while the vertical foot is consisted of piling-up dips due to the sagging of the initially horizontal spine fields. Meanwhile, the piling-up dips are supported by a low-lying closed magnetic system that forms the bubble structure. This topology includes a separator between the bubble and the overlying dips (red dashed curve in panels a and b of Fig. 5) . If disturbance occurs around the separator, magnetic reconnection at the separator can be expect (Dudík et al. 2012) . It should be point out that our interpretation of the vertical feet is consistent with the traditional theory for interpreting the vertical structures observed in solar prominences(e.g., Low & Petrie 2005; Chae et al. 2008; Schmieder et al. 2010 ). Using this model, one can naturally explain the coexistence of horizontal and vertical structures in a single prominence, the relationship between photospheric magnetic fields and the ends of prominence feet, and the origin of counter-streaming mass flows in prominences. Obviously, when one observes the prominence from the side, the spine and the horizontal foot will be observed as horizontal structures, while the vertical foot will be observed as vertical structure in prominence. When one observes the prominence from the top, the end of the vertical foot would be terminated at the small-scale polarity inversion line that forms by small polarities, and the ends of the horizontal foot are possibly rooted at small polarities directly (Fig. 5 b) .
As pointed out by (Dudík et al. 2012) , the sharp bubble boundary could either be due to the magnetic reconnection at the separator or due to the piling up of plasma near the separator, and the magnetic reconnection at the separator can be the driving mechanism of upflows (plumes) in prominences. For the present case, since the continuous heating of the flare-like feature, the thermal and magnetic pressure will rise continuously inside the bubble. This will disturb the initial equilibrium of the bubble and thus lead to the rise (or expansion) of the bubble. Therefore, the collapsing of the bubble can be interpreted as the result of the magnetic reconnection at the separator between the low-lying bubble and the overlying dips (Fig. 5 c and d) , due to the large rising of temperature inside the bubble. The consequence of the reconnection are the appearance of the upflows in the vertical foot, the downflows intruded into the bubble, and the collective horizontal motion of the thin threads. If the disturbance results from the flare-like feature is too small to trigger the fast magnetic reconnection at the separator, the consequence may just be oscillation motions of the bubble boundary as we observed in the present case. The magnetic reconnection at the separator could also be a possible driving mechanism of counter-streaming mass flows in prominences. For the counter-streaming flows in the horizontal foot, we propose that they may caused by the imbalanced pressure at the both ends. Since the mass flows were apparently along different threads, the mechanism of longitudinal oscillation threads can be excluded. In this line of thought, counter-streaming flows can also be expected in the high-lying prominence spine, even though we do not detect counter-streaming mass flows in the spine based on the NVST Hα observations. Bubble structure is always observed in quiescent prominences, and it is possibly a fundamental building block of solar quiescent prominences. Earlier lowresolution ground-based (Stellmacher & Wiehr 1973; de Toma et al. 2008 ) and recent high-resolution spaceborne (Berger et al. 2008 (Berger et al. , 2010 Dudík et al. 2012 ) telescopes have observed several prominence bubbles and the generation of plumes that directly intrude into the prominence body. So far, the origin of prominence bubbles is still unclear.
Berger et al. proposed that they are formed by emerging magnetic flux below prominences, but Gunár et al. (Gunár et al. 2014 ) suggested that they are formed because of perturbations of the prominence magnetic field by parasitic bipoles. In addition, the driving mechanism of prominence plumes from bubble structures is also unclear. Some authors proposed that the generation of plumes are caused by Rayleigh-Taylor instability at the bubble boundary Hillier et al. 2011 Hillier et al. , 2012 Keppens et al. 2015) , while
Edge-on View Top-Down View others suggest that they are possibly caused by magnetic reconnection at the boundary between the bubble and the prominence (Liu & Kurokawa 2004; Dudík et al. 2012 ). Our observations suggest that the prominence bubble is possibly formed by low-lying bipolar magnetic systems due to the appearance of small polarities near the photospheric polarity inversion line, and the generation of the upflows (or plumes) in the vertical foot are possibly drived by the magnetic reconnection at separator between the bubble and the overlying dips that forms the vertical prominence foot. However, the mechanism of Rayleigh-Taylor instability can not be completely discarded, and it may as well be present and play a role in the collapsing of the bubble and the generation of the upflows. The bubble's temperature and dynamics are inevitably influenced by the flare-like feature at the bottom of the bubble, which releases energy and changes the thermal and magnetic pressure inside the bubble and further disturbs the bubble boundary. The periodicity analysis of the flare-like feature's brightness and the bubble's boundary may indicate that the photospheric pressure-driven oscillations can effectively modulate the kinematics of prominence bubbles and the overlying prominence, via modulating the magnetic reconnection process that releases magnetic energy and thereby produced the flare-like feature (Chen & Priest 2006) .. of Chinese Academy of Sciences.
